
Fairford Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group – Special Meeting 

Tuesday 30th January 2018 

Minutes 

 

Present: Cllr Richard Harrison (RH), Mrs Margaret Bishop (MB), Cllr Jon Hill (JH), Mrs Sarah 

Basley (SB) 

Apologies: Roz Capps (RC) (clerk). 

 

There was no formal agenda for this meeting which was primarily to discuss the outcome of 

the meeting with ECT on 26th January and to prepare for the meeting with Cotswold District 

Council on 1st February. 

 

However some other matters were discussed as minuted below. 

 

1. Tim Francis, an architect living in Hatherop, had responded to the request for people to join 

the FNP Steering Group. 

Cllr Johnny Dallow has agreed to join the Steering Group. 

➔ JH to contact Tim and Johnny and invite them to the next meeting on 6th February. 

 

2. The application for technical support has been approved by Locality. However the grant for 

the Hydrological Study has not yet been approved. 

➔ JH to inform WRA of the delay. 

 

3. RC had reported back that there have been no measurements of air quality in Fairford.  

 

4. No further updates from Fairford Air Base, CWPT or from Hanson. 

 

5. The GCC Highways traffic survey data (on A417 east of the spine road junction) has been 

received. There is no data to the west of that junction. There is no value in FTC conducting 

our own survey since GCC Highways will not accept such data.  However, some relevant data 

may be available from previous planning applications/appeals. 

➔ JH to ask FTC to ask GCC Highways to designate an alternative route. 

 

6. MB reported on meeting with ECT on 26th January for which separate minutes and actions 

agreed have been issued. ECT expressed the intention to work together with CDC, FTC and 

others in the local community to decide on future development. Initially ECT will meet with 

CDC to discuss initial concepts which once agreed can be incorporated into the FNP. 

SB: no need to wait for ECT to decide on their sites. Also the FNP may not want to 

recommend development on Special Landscape areas.  

RH: We need to give AECOM specific sites to assess and we need to agree on the policy for 

Leafield Road. 

JH: Need to include all possible sites in AECOM scope, whether proposed by ECT or CDC. 



SB: What is the boundary for possible sites; e.g. is the Southrop Road site definitely out? 

 

7. For the upcoming meeting with CDC,  

a. RH proposed that we ask: 

i. What are CDC’s concerns on the Leafield Road site are. 

ii. Can mitigation (tree planting etc) help CDC accept Leafield Road? 

iii. Does SHLAA preclude any sites in the FNP? 

b. MB said we should raise: 

i. Is there a minimum numbers of houses for which the FNP should cater? 

ii. Is the Milton Farm site still in scope? 

iii. What is CDC’s view on the East End site with Surgery parking? 

iv. Is the Faulkners Close site still in scope. 

 


